During the last decade, rapid development of mobile devices and applications has produced a large number of mobile data which hide numerous cyber-attacks. To monitor the mobile data and detect the attacks, NIDS/NIPS plays important role for ISP and enterprise, but now it still faces two challenges, high performance for super large patterns and detection of the latest attacks. High performance is dominated by Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) mechanism, which is the core of security devices. A new TTL attack is just put forward to escape detecting, such that the adversary inserts packet with short TTL to escape from NIDS/NIPS. To address the above-mentioned problems, in this paper, we design a security system to handle the two aspects. For efficient DPI, a new two-step partition of pattern set is demonstrated and discussed, which includes first set-partition and second set-partition. For resisting TTL attacks, we set reasonable TTL threshold and patch TCP protocol stack to detect the attack. Compared with recent produced algorithm, our experiments show better performance and the throughput increased 27% when the number of patterns is 10 6 . Moreover, the success rate of detection is 100%, and while attack intensity increased, the throughput decreased.
Introduction
More and more mobile data, including bad along with good, emerged and congested the network, which brings challenges to improve system performance and attack detection capabilities. In order to improve this situation, ISPs constantly update the security devices and systems, such as NIDS or NIPS which are the front line of defense against cyberattacks. A central component of NIDS/NIPS is Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) engine, in which the payload of the packets is inspected to detect predefined signatures of malicious information [1] . The vulnerability is exposed while the set of patterns is getting bigger and bigger over 10 6 , and pattern matching algorithm can be taken down because of costing too many resources that lie at the center of most DPI engines. Therefore, efficient pattern matching algorithms are challenge for high performance.
In order to overcome the high performance barrier, multicore architectures provide an opportunity to achieve high performance at a relatively low cost. For each core of a conventional multicore with the traditional processors, it is favourable to adapt coarse-gained parallelism [2] . Previous research focused on the partitions of pattern set and mapping the subsets on parallel processors (cores); therefore, the problem is transformed into a scheduling problem. All the works divide the same length patterns as a minimal subset and suppose different combinational algorithms. However, the ideal result is based on the number of same length patterns uniformly distributed. Similar to buckets, scheduling problem depends on the most time-consuming core. If a subset costs too much time, the whole matching is still slow, and the advantages of multicore will be lost.
And on the other hand, emerging new attacks bring new challenges to the existing security system, such as the recent TTL attack that the adversary inserts a spurious packet with wrong sequence number and short TTL, while the short TTL makes maximum probability of the crafting packet reach NIDS, rather than service provider. After TCP control block (TCB) maintained by NIDS receives manipulating packet, the status will be out of synchronization and the TCP stream will be teardown. At the moment, attacker successfully evades NIDS and sends bad data to server. Σ denotes an alphabet set, b is the block size in WM, m denotes the minimum length of pattern, and r denotes the number of pattern sets.
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In this paper, the main contributions of this work are as follows.
(i) We designed an efficient security system for mobile data monitoring, which is deployed as a bypass to the mobile network, as shown in Figure 1 . It is located at the ISP export. The system architecture will be introduced in Section 3.1.
(ii) We propose fined-gained parallel algorithm, a new two-step partition of pattern set. Firstly, we select a better partition from original set-partition and Tan's set-partition. Secondly, we make decision whether or not to split the uneven subsets, and standard deviation is taken as a measure. Finally, divide subsets and map all subsets on cores by AEA algorithm.
(iii) We design a table to record the hops between security system and TCP server, which contains TTL threshold and server hash (ip and port). The table is real-time update through learning TTL value from server packets. When V < , the table will be updated. In case of < , and + > , drop packet and send alarm.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes our system, finedgained parallel algorithm, and a method to resist latest attack, followed by some experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we summarize the research in Section 5 with a discussion of the future work.
Related Work
For improving performance of NIDS, researchers endeavor to develop multi-core and many-core. Some researchers focused on the architecture, and other researchers devote themselves to the parallelization algorithm research of core component automata. The former pays more attention to system scheduling [3, 4] and cache optimization [5, 6] . The latter is dedicated to efficient pattern matching problem. In this paper, we mainly elaborate the research results of string matching parallelization algorithm.
Similarly, the previous work for string matching algorithm can be categorized into three classes: prefix searching, suffix searching, and factor searching. In prefix search methods, Aho-Corasick algorithm (AC) [7] is the most typified and efficient. The algorithm moved windows by computing the longest common prefix between the text and the patterns. In suffix search methods, the classic algorithm is Wu-Member algorithm (WM) [8] , which features a backward searching from right to left within the window. In factor searching methods, the famous Set Backward Oracle Matching (SBOM) [9] is of this kind. It is treated as a combination of prefix searching and suffix searching. The performance of the above classical algorithms is determined by three factors: the size of the alphabet, the minimal length of the patterns, and the number of the patterns (see Table 1 ). AC performs well on short string, while WM is the opposite. SBOM is the most efficient in practice for long patterns.
The corresponding parallelization algorithm is subdivided into two directions: the text parallelization and pattern sets parallelization. The former cuts the text into multiple subtext which is sent to each core. Around cutting point, the combination of two adjacency subtext boundaries is a big nuisance. So far there is no better way, so the latter got more room for research. We divided the latter into two categories: bit-split and pattern-merge.
Bit-split is suitable for small-scale pattern sets. HyunJin [10] proposed a memory-efficient bit-split deterministic finite automata-(DFAs-) based string matching scheme with multiple string matchers. The target is reducing memory requirements. He used the graph coloring of a unique graph to group iteratively patterns into multiple unique sets. Shervin et al. [11] introduced a pattern grouping algorithm for heterogeneous bit-split string matching architectures. The algorithm is composed of two phases: (1) a seed selection process, which uses a calculation to estimate the correlation between strings, and (2) a seed growing process for mapping strings onto subgroups.
Pattern-merge is applied to large-scale pattern sets; Liu et al. [12] proposed a shortest-path model for the optimal partition finding problem, which is suitable for filtering with the large-scale patterns set. In this approach, the patterns with same length would locate in one subset as a node. The weight of the edge between any two nodes is the minimum runtime of AC, WM, and SBOM. The optimal partition is finding the shortest-path and consolidated subsets. Tan et al. [2] challenge Liu's optimal partition. They regarded processors as a factor of division and proved the optimal allocation of subsets to processors is NP-hard. 1 , 2 . . . are subsets; 1 , 2 . . . are processors. Tan considered two cases, l ≤ s and l > s, and designed two dynamic programming algorithms to get optimal partition. Two shortcomings are hidden in Tan's strategy. On the one hand, when l > s, a Greedy algorithm is applied to scheduling subsets into multicores, but it is easily trapped in the local optimization. A set-partition based genetic algorithm (GA) [13] is proposed to resolve the problem, but it is still easy to fall premature. On the other hand, if some subsets cost too much runtime, according to the strategy by Tan et al., there will be a phenomenon min max =1 { } = max =1 { }; this means that the whole runtime always depends on a subset. In this case, neither shortest-path by Liu et al. nor dynamic programming by Tan et al. can achieve the optimal division.
We leverage the idea of Tan et al. [2] to develop a parallel multiple pattern matching algorithm. AEA algorithm, instead of Greedy algorithm, is adopted to schedule subsets and this algorithm can jump out of local optimization and avoid premature. Then standard deviation helps to make decision. On the assumption that standard deviation is greater than tolerable error , we further split subsets to satisfy uniformed distribution on each core. In this way, computation cost is minimized.
For attack-resistance, as reported by [14] , attacker sent specially crafted packets, especially "insertion" packets. These insertion packets are crafted such that they are ignored by the intended server (nor never reach the server) but are accepted and processed by the NIDS. In insertion packet, the TTL and checksum are manipulated field-a packet with a short TTL value would never reach the intended server and a packet with wrong checksum would be discarded by the server. The basic principle is to destroy the TCB of NIDS. There are three attack points as follows.
(i) TCB Creation. A SYN packet, with fake sequence number and short TTL value, is injected while TCP builds a three-way handshake. The insertion packet was firstly sent, followed by a real SYN packet. The NIDS will ignore the real connection because of its "unexpected" sequence number.
(ii) Data Reassembly. There are two cases.
(1) Out-of-order data overlapping: for IP fragments, the only difference between insertion packet and real packet is that the former's data is filled with garbage. The insertion packet is sent prior to the real packet. For TCP segments, the order of sending is the opposite. For example, to be sent IP fragment packets are 1 , 2 , the sensitive words lie in 2 , the attacker will insert 2 with same offset and length as (iii) TCB Teardown. After finishing TCP three-way handshake, client can send a RST or FIN packet to NIDS; it will make TCB of NIDS teardown.
Zhang et al. [15] enhanced attack techniques and proposed two evasion strategies.
(iv) Resync + Desync. The sequence number of a SYN insertion packet is out of the expected receive window of the server. After three-way handshake, the client sends a SYN insertion packet. Subsequently, he sends a 1-byte data packet containing an out-of-window sequence number to desynchronize NIDS, and a real request followed.
(v) TCB Reversal. This situation has a prerequisite, which is connection established when NIDS receives SYN/ACK. The client will first send a SYN/ACK insertion packet. It will confuse client and server for NIDS.
Based on these technologies, Zhang et al. made further study and dug out a combination program of TCB Creation + Resync/Desync and TCB Teardown + TCB Reversal. Average successful evasion rate was 95.6% and 96.2%.
The above attack methods are mainly based on two aspects. (1) Insertion packet with small TTL or wrong checksum only reaches NIDS not intended server. (2) Some fields of insertion packet are filled with wrong data or garbage data to make TCB of NIDS teardown. The wrong checksum is always invalid because most NIDS will do check. Therefore, we study solutions to combat TTL attacks. The characteristic of the attack is small TTL value. We only need to find the right threshold. The choice of the threshold is crucial, but not easy because the proper threshold value varies from case to case and can be set by experience. We set it by learning from normal server packets. About the second aspect, we subtly design a small additional receive buffer to handle packets with same or unexpected sequence number. The corresponding TCP state machine will also be upgraded.
Efficient Security System
3.1. System Architecture. The security system consists of six modules: (1) traffic capture module, (2) protocol stack module, (3) DPI engine module, (4) Alarm/Log module, (5) set-partition module, and (6) attack detection. The first four modules are the original NIDS modules, while the last two are new modules. System architecture is shown as Figure 2 . The analysis of each module is as follows.
(i) Traffic capture: traditional receiving packet is triggered by each packet interrupt; if the packet is too fast, the interrupt is too frequent; CPU always handles interrupt; thus other tasks cannot be scheduled, and the performance will reach the bottleneck. The DPDK technology we use in this system adopts the polling-mode drivers for networking, which makes them receive and send packets within the minimum number of CPU cycles (usually less than 80 cycles). Thus the throughput increases significantly.
(ii) Protocol stack module: this module decodes packets and analyzes protocols of transport and application layer. In this paper, we focus on TCP because it is the object of attack. TTL value of each TCP packet will be checked, that is, compared with the TTL record table (TRT) in attack detection module. An auxiliary small receive buffer is added to the TCP module for TCP reassembly attack detection.
(iii) DPI engine: DPI is the central component of security system. Its main function is to match the data from protocol stack module with the pattern set. Because this module consumes a large amount of CPU and memory, an efficient parallel matching algorithm is crucial. Each subset maps one automaton, and several automatons are assigned to the same core.
(iv) Alarm/Log: this is output module. If the matching is successful, the module will send an alarm message to the specific device and a log to database.
(v) Set-partition: this module is necessary for large-scale pattern set. An optimal partition algorithm is integrated in this module. Firstly, we get a partition by dynamic programming algorithm and calculate the average point of all the cores. Then AEA is used to schedule subsets to cores. Finally, if the runtime of each core is around the average point, the optimal partition is finished; else a new improved Greedy algorithm we proposed helps to subdivide a subset of the same length. See Section 3.2 for details. 
We denote runtime of a subset as
An optimal partition (Tan et al. [2] ) using dynamic programming algorithm is
Comparing runtime,
Optimal Patterns Set Decomposition and Schedule.
The strategy for set-partition includes two steps: (i) First choice of set-partition.
(ii) Second set-partition decision.
Step 1 (first choice of set-partition).
Problem 1. Given a set of patterns and cores, to find its decomposition 1 , 2 , . . . , , and scheduling of mapping subsets to cores,
i is with same length, is the number of pattern sets selected by core i, and the running time of each core is ∑ =1 . Problem 1 is a multiobjective combination problem, which is NP-hard. For the problem, we firstly divide the patterns into subsets and then schedule them. For first setpartition, we compare two methods: original set-partition and Tan's [2] dynamic programming algorithm. Before scheduling,
≤ , but the result may be different after scheduling. We take an opposite example to prove it.
(1) Initialization set = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } (2) Runtime = {1, 1, 6, 7, 8} The result shows that Tan's method is not optimal; the reason is that the partition is actually based on one core to get, which is not suffice to show that the multicore scheduling result using Greedy algorithm is optimal. We leverage the result to choose min{max , max } as the first partition.
Schedule. Since Greedy algorithm is easier to fall into local optimization, we design annealing evolution algorithm (AEA) instead. We set some notations as follows:
: population;
: evolution generations;
: the fitness function.
: cross probability;
: mutation probability;
: premature decision sign;
C: temperature coefficient of cooling;
: annealing initial temperature;
: lower temperature limit.
Functions are defined as follows: (i) The fitness function : the optimal set-partition problem is to find the maximum; we set fitness function as
where is an estimate of the boundary of the objective function.
(ii) and have a great influence on the convergence of algorithm; thus we use the following formula for adaptive tuning. Assume the average of fitness function is V = (1/ ) ∑ =1 , where is fitness function for individual i at the ℎ generation and T is population size at the ℎ generation. The fitness of the best individual is . All individuals whose fitness is less than are averaged to get V . Let = − V , as increased, the algorithm has a premature trend; in order to prevent it, we use the following functions: Pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. AEA mixes GA algorithm and SA algorithm. GA is the main process. While GA converges, SA furthermore changes the initialization population to overcome the premature and GA runs again, until SA is convergent. Since GA can get optimal set-partition with high probabilities, SA should be quickly annealed, so the temperature coefficient of cooling should be chosen to be larger to speed up the convergence. Similarly, the parameter of GA should be set larger too, because if it is small, SA may not be working or annealing times are few, the reasonable value should be near SA convergence point.
Step 2 (second set-partition decision). This part describes a metric that reflects the result of second set-partition decision and how to split subsets.
Measure: standard deviation: it is used to quantify the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of data values.
where is tolerable error. If > , it shows a large deviation; at this time, a second set-partition is necessary. According to the experiment, it is often caused by such subsets with long length, large size, and WM and SBOM algorithm. A Greedy strategy is applied to subdivide the subsets. As shown in Figure 3 , in the core#2 with max =1 { }, 3 is cut into { 3 , 4 } and the new 4 is assigned to the core#1 with min =1 { }. After the division and reorganization, we need to recalculate and judge the convergence condition ( ≤ ). If convergence condition is not satisfied, subdivision is continued.
For how to cut a subset, we choose the number of patterns as a measure and find it in relation to running time. We chose 20 sets of experimental data and adopt least-square method for data fitting. The result shows that the relation is linear; that is, the running time for WM and SBOM increases with the number increase, so we divide subset according to the ratio of time (5) ENDFOR (6) IF ≥ , THEN (7) find the optimal set-partition. (8) return (9) ENDIF (10) calculate , , (11) IF ≥ , THEN (12) calculate , (13) crossover operation with probability (14) mutation operation with probability (15) ELSE (16) crossover operation with probability 0 (17) mutation operation with probability 0 (18 find core with max =1 { }, core j with min =1 { } (4) find the subset ℎ max (5) split = { 1 , 2 }, move 2 to core j (6) recalculate , (7) GOTO 1 (8) ELSE (9) find the optimal set-partition, return (10) ENDIF Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm to split subsets.
where is the pattern number of new subset which will be moved to the core with and is the pattern number of the subset with max =1 { }. Pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2.
Attack-Resistance.
Attack detection module includes common attack detection and TTL attack detection. For common attack, which includes ICMP flood, TCP SYN flood, TCP LAND, UDP flood, and ping of death, we set thresholds to prevent attacks as other NIDS. TTL attack detection is the focus of our research. Many attacks against security system are borrowing TTL value and the package with short TTL Table 2 Server identify (hash with ip and port) TTL threshold will never reach the intended server but security system (see Figure 4) . Through the analysis of TTL attack characteristics, we assume that servers are credible and design a TTL table to record the minimum hops between security system and server. The record hops are TTL threshold to prevent attacks. The table fields are shown in Table 2 . TTL threshold is learned from server packets. A packet is sent from different system, and the TTL value is different, but the common ground is that the initial value is 2 , or 2 − 1, generally is one of [64, 128, 255] . The security system computes hops as follows:
All the IP packets from server need to check the table. If ℎ < , the table will be updated with ℎ . In case of < , we suspect that it is an attack packet, but this is not sufficient to prove it; there are two reasons:
(i) Dynamic changes in the network topology and the minimum hops between security system and server may be changed. If ℎ > , the attack packet with TTL value in [
, ℎ ] will be missed. (ii) In addition to setting short TTL, the attacks will operate other fields to complete attacks.
The latest TTL attack [15] combines short TTL with a variety of strategies. The heart of the strategies is to destroy or trick the TCP connection state of security system. To break the heart, we have defense in two aspects: control packet and data packet. Table 3 shows the relationship between the two aspects and attack methods.
Control packet: the attackers aim to destroy the TCB by sending insertion control packet. In order to tear the intention, we build a TCB link for same 4-tuple, so security system will not drop control packets while multiple SYNs or SYN/ACKs are coming. Each TCB has a timer which is updated by new packet. When time is out, the attacked TCB will be released, while the normal one is kept. In addition, a limited number of links are set to prevent continuous attacks. The TCB link will make TCB Creation, TCB Reversal, and Resync + Desync fail. For TCB Teardown, when insertion RST/FIN packet comes, the TCB will not be immediately released and reset the expiration time. During the time, if there is still coming packet, we can make sure it is an attack and keep the TCB.
Data packet: the essence of the attack is that the attacker generates junk data to protect sensitive data to escape security system. Attack techniques regard fraud as purpose, and attack features are forging data packet with same or incorrect control information. In this situation, security system can easily be misled and lose control of data. For same control information (Data Reassembly), we design an auxiliary small receive buffer for TCP reassembly attack detection. When the same sequence number packets come, the first is recorded in normal TCP receive buffer, and the second is recorded in the auxiliary buffer. We do not identify the authenticity of the data, because it costs too much time to parse protocol. TTL check should be a good helper to make decision that the one with short TTL will be abandoned. For incorrect control information (Data Desync), if the sequence number is out of window, there may be two situations: it is an attack packet or the system did not capture the previous packet. The packet is kept in auxiliary buffer and we determine which one by identifying the next sequence number from client and ACK number from server. If + = V , this indicates that server has correctly received the packet, it is not an attack, and the window of security system will be updated. If + = V , obviously, the next packet is right, and the one in auxiliary buffer is an attack packet.
In general, the security system detects the latest attack in two steps: (1) check TTL, (2) check control packet and control information in data packet. Experiments show that security system can effectively detect such attack. Tan's  AEA   1  2955  2915  2935  2913  2  2902  2910  2890  2890  3  2893  2902  2833  2833  4  2870  2893  2810  2832   8  13  18  23  28  33  38  43  48  53  58  63  68  73  78  83  88  93  98  104  109 
Experimental Results

Experimental Environment.
We use a system with Intel Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU 2.60 GHz, quad-core, where each core has two hardware threads, 32KB L1 data cache (per core), 256KB L2 cache (per core), and 8MB L3 cache (shared among cores), 16G Memory. The system runs Linux CentOS 7, and DPDK is installed to capture packets. Our program runs with 8 threads in parallel, one thread is used to capture packet and preprocess, three threads are used to parse in parallel the application protocol, the remaining four threads work for parallel matching. In addition, we have prepared two windows computers for sending packets, which install CSNAS tool. The pattern set consists of 10 6 URL strings; there are four sources: (1) extracting from the Snort rules, (2) selecting from URL blacklist, (3) parsing URL of traffic which is captured at the export of the HIT network center, and (4) generating URL randomly according to the length ratio from URL of traffic. Duplicate strings were eliminated. The input text consists of 5×10 5 strings; half is randomly extracted from the pattern set and another half is randomly generated. As Figure 5 shows, the number of patterns is not uniformly distributed. There are 115 different lengths, the shortest is 3, and the longest is 149.
High Performance Experiment.
In this section, all the runtimes represent the algorithm execution time and the input text is introduced in Section 4.1. We first divide the 12  17  22  27  32  37  42  47  52  57  62  67  72  77  82  87  92  97  103  108  122 pattern set into subsets by length and choose the best runtime from AC, WM, and SBOM for each subset. The experiment shows that when the length > 10, WM and SBOM performs more efficiently. Figure 6 shows the runtime of each subset with same length; while being combined with Figure 5 , it can be drawn that the larger the subset, the longer the runtime. After dynamic programming, the number of subsets is 21. Then we schedule them into four threads, respectively, by the Greedy algorithm and the AEA algorithm.
According to Table 4 , we can see Tan's algorithm yielded better results. We analyze that there are two reasons: (1) in Tan's algorithm, the pattern with length less than 10 is merged into a subset, which is using AC. For small subset, the runtime of AC is not affected by the number of patterns. (2) The number is very small for length greater than 78, and after merging these subsets, the number of hash tables is reduced from 41 pairs to 1 pair that reduce memory usage. In contract to the Greedy and AEA, no matter original subsets or Tan's subsets, AEA is prior to Greedy.
After first set-partition, we will conduct second setpartition experiment. We choose Tan's AEA as input. The results are shown in Table 5 ; it is obvious that the second setpartition is relatively uniform, and the max runtime is less than the first.
Above we have tested the matching effect of parallel algorithm, then we will start the traffic test. The traffic is captured at the export of the HIT network centre, and we got two files in size 4.2G, 5.1G. Two windows computers are used to send packets. We chose CSNAS tool to send packets and the Number of patterns (10^6)
Original set-partition Tan speed of sending is limited at 300-400Mbps, and the mode is set cycle.
The experiment compared the throughput of original setpartition, Tan's set-partition, and two-step set-partition, as shown in Figure 7 . As the pattern set increases, the throughput of all methods decreases. The second set-partition we proposed performs best, such that the throughput increased 27% than Tan's when the number of patterns is 10 6 .
Attack Detection Experiment.
We constructed a total 700 of TCP attack streams; the method is randomly extracted from two capture files and inserted the attack packet. There are 100 for each attack type. The third computer is used to send attack packets with CSNAS tool. Attack intensity is adjustable by limiting the sending speed of three computers. The result of attack detection experiment is shown in Table 6 , and the success rate of detection is 100%, as attack intensity increases, the throughput decreases.
Conclusions
In order to monitor the mobile data in ISP or enterprise, we design a security system to detect malicious information and attacks. We demonstrate the architecture of the entire system and give solutions of high performance and anti-attack. For high performance, we propose a new two-step partition of pattern set. In first set-partition, the best set-partition is chosen from several algorithms, and AEA schedule algorithm replaces Greedy algorithm. In second set-partition, standard deviation is taken as a measure, in order to make each core with similar running time, we propose an equilibrium cut strategy to reorganize subsets. For anti-attack, the security system is based on TTL check, TCB link is added against control packet attacks, and an auxiliary small receive buffer is added against data packet fraud. In the final stage, we, respectively, perform our experiments from the above two aspects and the results show that the security system has high performance and anti-attack capacity.
In the future, we plan to push forward the work in two aspects: on one hand, we will focus on resilience to algorithmic complexity attacks. On the other hand, according to the detected attacks, we will focus on mining the intention of the attackers and classifying the attackers.
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